
Start Planning for 2018! by Sally Hall 

 
This is the time of year to reflect on last year’s performance, the success and sometimes the less 
successful days and plan to work towards next season – it comes around so quickly! 
 
First of all, decide what you want to achieve, it may be completing your first season in EGB or moving 
up the grades, whatever your ambition I feel we owe it to our horses and ponies to have them in the 
best condition and be fit to succeed. 
 
I know only too well that Winter is difficult, short days make riding difficult to fit in around work and 
home life so make sure your plan is realistic so that your horse has time to build up fitness to do the 
job without causing strain and injury. 
 
So, depending on your situation, you may have to plan your first ride for later in the year, so you have 
more daylight hours to get your horse ready. 
 
When I give my horses a holiday, I make sure I check on vaccinations, worming on veterinary advice, 
teeth and make sure all my tack is put away clean in a dry safe place. Go through the crew equipment 
and veterinary box and check everything is ready for the new season. 
 
Talk to your farrier about shoes and take advice of they are left on or taken off, depending on the 
period of your horses’ holiday. Iron out any niggles with back or saddle troubles but remember your 
horse will change shape during the winter so make sure you have the saddler check again when they 
come back into work. 
 
How long your horse will take to get fit will vary on the type and how fit they were in the past, so work 
backwards from your first planned ride. 
 
Let’s assume for this that your horse has done a few pleasure rides and now is going to start this year 
in EGB Novice, with maybe the Novice Championship as a goal. When the dates come out see which 
rides work for you, which will depend on time and distance away. 
 
I like to do this plan which of course can be adapted to suit your terrain but please remember cutting 
corners never works in the end! We all want to end up with a sound happy horse for many years to 
come. 
 
Week 1-3 
 
I walk my horse starting with 15 mins a day and building up to 1.5 hours. Remember if it is a young 
horse you have to lunge a little first but make sure do it on good level ground. Do get some help if you 
are not familiar with the use of a pessoa and side reins as they may be detrimental if incorrectly fitted. 
 
If you have gentle hills great – work on simple leg yields and suppleness exercises in walk, no tight 
circles or sharp turns.  
 
Week 3-5 
 
Start a little bit of trotting, building up gradually. Try to find the best going and remember not to 
hammer along the roads! Start introducing more flat work. 
 
Week 5-6 
 
Start some short periods of canter, again try and find good going and build up the time slowly. Lunge 
pole work and jumping all help to build up muscle and varies the work. 
However, experienced you are have some lessons – we all need help to maintain a straight balanced 
position in order to prevent damage to our horse. 
 

Week 6-8 
 



Some longer periods of canter – again on good going and increase hill work. 
 
End of Week 8 and short EGB ride or a pleasure ride. 
 
Remember to check you tack for fitting as your horse becomes fitter. Always each day check your 
horse for any lumps or bumps to prevent a small injury becoming a problem. 
 
Remember to build up your feeding with work and do ask advice from feed companies’ nutritionists, 
usually it is free and will cater for your type of horse or pony. 
 
I like the horses to have a rest day and be turned out as much as possible which will vary according to 
your circumstances. 
 
Vary the work and remember to build up your speeds during the season and always increase distance 
before speed. 
 
I haven’t included using heart monitors and GPS at this stage. Of course, modern technology can be 
a great help, but do remember even the best gadgets can go wrong. So, learn by riding what speed 
your horse is travelling at. I mark some kilometer marks in a field and walk trot and canter them with a 
stop watch (you need to do a few sums!) and you will quickly get the hang of what your walk, steady 
trot and canter is – it’s fun as well. 
 
We all want a sound and happy horse for many years so be sensible and enjoy our wonderful sport. 
 
 

Sally has been a member of the British Endurance International Squad on 7 occasions, winning Gold 
and Silver medals. She has also been a Chef d'equipe for International endurance teams and loves 
people to become involved in this exciting sport. Sally offers coaching sessions and lessons from her 
base at Urchinwood Manor in Somerset. 
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